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MADFINGER Games Announces DEAD TRIGGER 2

Las  Vegas,  USA  –  January  7,  2013 –  MADFINGER Games,  creators  of  the  blockbuster  third-person 

shooter  SHADOWGUN and the first-person arcade shooter  DEAD TRIGGER,  yesterday announced the 

new game DEAD TRIGGER 2 at NVIDIA’s CES 2013 press conference.

During the press conference, MADFINGER Games debuted DEAD TRIGGER 2 with a live demo, exclusively 

developed for “Project SHIELD,” a gaming portable for open platforms – powered by the world’s fastest 

mobile processor, the new NVIDIA® Tegra® 4 and developed for gamers to play whenever and wherever 

they want.

“SHADOWGUN and DEAD TRIGGER showed how Tegra can redefine mobile gaming on Android and with 

the unveiling of DEAD TRIGGER 2, we’re setting a new standard for mobile graphics and gameplay,” said 

Marek Rabas, CEO of MADFINGER Games.

MADFINGER Games garnered worldwide recognition as a leading developer of mobile games, placing key 

emphasis  on  next-generation  graphics  while  offering  mobile  gamers  visually  stunning  experiences 

expected from consoles.

The first-person arcade shooter  DEAD TRIGGER recently reached 14 million downloads and has been 

featured in Best of 2012 by App Store,  is  in Apple's  Hall  Of Fame, and rewarded for Best Technical 

Achievement and Community Choice at Unite 2012 Awards by Unity. MADFINGER Games has created an 

amazing handheld experience, optimized for superb performance with added ragdoll physics, volumetric 

fog, normal maps, specular lighting and realistic water.

Authored with the Unity development platform,  DEAD TRIGGER 2 once again takes aim at the most 

graphically  intense  and  most  entertaining  arcade  shooters  on  the  market,  combining  astonishing 

environments with intense first-person action.

“Compared to DEAD TRIGGER, the sequel DEAD TRIGGER 2 is going to be even bigger, better and much 

more addictive,” said Marek Rabas.

DEAD TRIGGER 2 will be released in the second quarter of 2013 on Android and iOS. It will be available 

on Google Play, featured in TegraZone™ – NVIDIA’s free app that showcases the best games optimized for 

the Tegra processor – and also available on the App Store.

“MADFINGER Games continues to be a great partner, having launched a number of amazing gaming 

experiences optimized for Tegra devices,” said Ashu Rege, Vice President, Game Content & Technology at 



NVIDIA. “DEAD TRIGGER 2 will  provide an amazing portable experience as we’ve witnessed with its 

debut on Project SHIELD.”

JOIN US:

http://www.facebook.com/DEADTRIGGER

For more information please visit us at:

http://www.twitter.com/madfingergames

http://www.facebook.com/madfingergames

http://www.madfingergames.com/

You can also meet our MADFINGER Games Team at:

CES, Las Vegas: January 8th – January 11th

MWC, Barcelona: February 25th - February 28th

GDC, San Francisco: March 25th - March 29th

Feel free to contact Anna Porizkova to schedule a meeting. 

ABOUT MADFINGER Games

Madfinger Games brings together a team of veteran console game developers. Their goal is to create 

console-quality games for iOS and Android mobile devices placing key emphasis on next-gen graphics 

and offering mobile gamers a visually stunning gaming experience. Their third person shooter 

Shadowgun received outstanding reviews and high ratings, became Number One Game in 25 countries 

and has been included in “App Store Rewind 2011.” The game studio’s most recent title, the first person 

arcade shooter Dead Trigger, has recently reached 14M downloads and has been selected for inclusion in 

App Store Best of 2012. 


